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DESCRIPTION OF A = 22 NUCLEI IN THECOLLECTIVE PAIR APPROXIMATIONE. Kwa±niewizInstitute of Physis, Pedagogial UniversityM. Konopnikiej 15, 25-405 Kiele, PolandF. CataraDipartimento di Fisia, Universita di Cataniaand Istituto Nazionale di Fisia Nuleare, Sezione di CataniaCorso Italia 57, I-95129 Catania, Italyand M. SambataroIstituto Nazionale di Fisia Nuleare, Sezione di CataniaCorso Italia 57, I-95129 Catania, Italy(Reeived Deember 21, 1999; revised version reeived June 20, 2000)The struture of A = 22 nulei has been studied in the frameworkof the olletive pair approximation. The olletive pairs determined bydiagonalizing the Hamiltonian in the spae of two nuleons with respet tothe losed ore of 16O have been onsidered as building bloks to expandthe trunated shell-model spae in terms of three pairs. It is shown thatthe low-lying, shell-model spetrum an be desribed by onsidering onlya seleted subset of all possible T = 0, 1 pairs.PACS numbers: 27.30.+t 1. IntrodutionFifty years after the pioneering work of Haxel, Jensen and Suess [1℄ andGoeppert�Mayer [2℄, the Shell Model (SM) still plays a ruial role in thestudy of nulear properties. While well suited to desribe nulei with a smallnumber of nuleons outside the losed shells, however, it is well known thatits appliation to more omplex systems is problemati. On the one hand,the huge dimensionality of the SM spae makes the alulations very di�ult.On the other hand, even when, thanks to the new omputational tehniques,(2029)



2030 E. Kwa±niewiz, F. Catara, M. Sambatarothis desription beomes possible, it is all but �transparent�. These aspetsof the SM have favoured the development of less re�ned but easier-to-applySM related methods for desribing those nulear systems whih are outsidethe natural range of appliability of the model. We quote, for instane, theBroken Pair Approximation [3, 4℄, the Generalized Seniority Sheme [5, 6℄and the Chain-Calulation Method [7℄.In two previous publiations [8, 9℄, a desription of 1s0d and 1p0f -shellnulei has been provided in terms of the Colletive Pair Approximation(CPA) [10, 11℄. The essene of suh an approximation onsists in singlingout a set of olletive pairs in terms of whih a subspae of the full SM spaeis onstruted, and then in diagonalizing the Hamiltonian of the system insuh a subspae. The struture of the olletive pairs is �xed by diagonalizingthe Hamiltonian in the spae of two ative nuleons outside the losed shellore. The alulations of Refs. [8, 9℄ have referred to systems having upto �ve partiles outside the losed shells. This limited number of partileshas also allowed to perform full SM alulations. The omparison betweenSM and CPA alulations has provided an exellent testing ground for thisapproximation.A ruial point within the CPA approah is represented by the hoie ofthe olletive pairs. In the just mentioned alulations, we have followed thesimplest possible proedure, namely we have diagonalized the SM Hamil-tonian in the spae of two partiles outside the losed shells and we haveseleted the pairs whose energy was below a given threshold. These pairshave then been used to desribe systems with three, four and �ve ativepartiles.From the omparison with the exat results, i.e. the SM results, we haveobserved that it was possible to reprodue to a good extent the low-lying lev-els of A=19�21 and A=43�45 [8, 9℄ nulei remaining in spaes onsiderablyredued with respet to the SM ones.In the present paper we extend the previous alulations to A = 22even-even and odd�odd 1s0d-shell nulei. Also in this ase SM alulationsare possible and they will help us to judge the quality of the approximateresults.The paper is organised as follows. In Setion 2, we will desribe the basiformalism of CPA. In Setion 3, we will present the method adopted to �xthe struture of the pairs. Finally, in Setion 4, we will disuss the resultsof our alulations and give some onlusions.2. FormalismIn this setion we illustrate the CPA formalism to desribe spetra ofnulei with 2n(n = 3) nuleons outside the losed shells.



Desription of A = 22 Nulei: : : 2031The operator Ây��� 0 reating a olletive pair of multipolarity � (= JT )and projetion � 0(= J 0T 0) is de�ned asÂy��� 0 = X�1�2 C�� (�1�2)Ẑy�� 0(�1�2) ; (1)where Ẑy�� 0(�1�2) = (1 + Æ�1�2)�1=2 hay�1 � ay�2i�� 0 (2)reates a two-nuleon state with nuleons oupying orbitals �1 and �2 andoupled to total spin-isospin angular momenta � (J; T ) and their projetion� 0(= J 0; T 0). The index � denotes di�erent olletive pairs with the samequantum numbers �� 0. The oe�ients C�� (�1�2) determine the strutureof the olletive pairs. Detailed proedures to �nd these oe�ients aredesribed in Setion 3. The olletive pairs de�ned by Eq. (1) are usedas building bloks to onstrut a trunated SM basis whih an be usedto expand the wavefuntions of A = 22 nulei. The basis states an beexpressed asjii � j�1�1�2�2f�12g�3�3;�� 0i = �hÂy�1�1 � Ây�2�2i�12 � Ây�3�3��� 0 j0i ;(3)where square brakets indiate the order of spin-isospin angular momentaouplings, the intermediate spin-isospin angular momenta are spei�ed by�12, while the total spin-isospin angular momenta and their projetions areindiated by � and � 0. In the ase of two idential pairs, i.e. �1 = �2 and�1 = �2, the spin and isospin angular momenta �12 = (J12T12) have to ful�lthe ondition (�)�1+�2��12 = 1.Taking into aount the ompleteness of the basis states j2n���0i span-ning the full SM spae of nulei with nuleons in ative orbits, the identityoperator an be de�ned̂I(2n) = X���0 j2n���0ih2n���0j ; (4)where the quantum numbers ��0 de�ne the total spin-isospin angular mo-menta and their projetions and � give a set of additional quantum numbersto distinguish states with the same ��0. By inserting the Î(2n = 4) andÎ(2n = 6) into Eq. (3), employing the Wigner�Ekart theorem and utilizingthe orthonormality onditions of the Clebsh�Gordan oe�ients, Eq. (3)an be expressed asjii � j�1�1�2�2f�12g�3�3;�� 0i =X� Ci�j2n = 6��� 0i ; (5)



2032 E. Kwa±niewiz, F. Catara, M. SambatarowhereCi� = X�1�2�3�4�5�6�1�C�1�1(�1�2)C�2�2(�3�4)C�3�3(�5�6)�2�12 + 12� + 1 �1=2� ��1�2�12�3�� � h6�� jjẐy�1(�1�2)jj4�1�ih4�1�jjẐy�2(�3�4)jj2�3(�5�6)i :(6)In Eq. (6) the symbol f g stands for the produt of the spin and isospin 6j o-e�ients and the oe�ients h: : : jjẐy� jj : : :i are the redued matrix elementsof the two-nuleon transfer operator Ẑy� de�ned by Eq. (2).States of Eq. (5) are neither normalised nor linearly independent. Byonstruting the overlap matrix hijji and diagonalizing it, we �nd a new setof orthonormal statesj��� 0i = (N)�1=2 NXi=1 fi jii ;  = 1; 2; : : : ; �N : (7)The number �N of states (7) whose norm N > 0, in general, is less thanthe number N of states jii. Due to Eq. (5), these states an be expanded interms of the omplete SM basis states j2n = 6��� 0i as followsj��� 0i = (N)�1=2Xi;� fiCi�j2n = 6��� 0i : (8)Thus, the matrix representation of the SM Hamiltonian in the CPA spaespanned by the states (8) an be written ash�� jjĤjj�0� 0i = (NN0)�1=2 Xii0��0 fiCi�h2n = 6�� jjĤjj2n= 6�0� 0iCi0�0fi00 : (9)Looking at Eqs (6) and (9) one sees that in order to solve the eigenvalueproblem of the Hamiltonian in the CPA spae spanned by states (8) thematrix elements of the two-nuleon transfer operator (Eqs (2) and (6)) andmatrix elements of the Hamiltonian expressed in the omplete SM basis haveto be known. Both these matrix elements an be alulated with the aid ofstandard SM programs [12℄.



Desription of A = 22 Nulei: : : 20333. Struture of olletive pairsThe notation whih we will adopt in this paper is the same of previousworks [8�9℄. Therefore, s; d; g pairs will stand for T = 1, J = 0; 2; 4 pairswhile �1; �3; �5 for T = 0, J = 1; 3; 5 pairs, respetively. The struture ofthe olletive pairs has been �xed by simply diagonalizing the Hamiltonianof the system in the spae of two nuleons moving in the orbitals 0d5=2, 1s1=2and 0d3=2 outside the losed 0s0p shells, i.e. the spae of statesfẐy�� 0(�1�2)j0ig (10)and using the Wildenthal's interation [13℄. The T = 0 and 1 spetra whihresult from this diagonalization are shown in Table I. As in Refs [8�9℄, wehave seleted the lowest �ve T = 1 pairs, i.e. the s; d; g; s0 and d0 pairs, andthe lowest three T = 0 pairs, i.e. the �1; �3, and �5 pairs. Suh a hoiehas been guided by the presene of small gaps in the energy spetra whihseparate these pairs from the remaining ones (see Table I). TABLE IThe energies of the T = 0 and T = 1 pairs. For details see text.T = 0 T = 1pair J E(MeV) pair J E(MeV)�1 1 �13:583 s 0 �12:171�3 3 �12:212 d 2 �9:991�5 5 �12:121 g 4 �8:389�2 2 �9:277 s0 0 �7:851�03 3 �9:076 d0 2 �7:732�01 1 �8:671 f 3 �6:445�001 1 �6:872 d00 4 �3:421� � � � � �4. Results and disussionThe alulations we are going to disuss in this setion refer to A = 22,T = 0�2 systems. Their results are displayed in Figs 1�3 where in theolumns denoted by (SM) and (CPA) we report the SM levels and the re-sults obtained within CPA, respetively. We ompre our results with the SMones, whose quality with respet to the experimental data has been widelydisussed in several papers (see for instane Ref. [13℄). For eah level we showthe angular momentum and, in parenthesis, the overlap between orrespond-ing CPA and SM states. In Table II, we also show the dimensionalities of
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Fig. 1. Comparison between the shell model (SM) and the olletive pair approxi-mation (CPA) spetra of the T = 0 states of A = 22 nulei. The CPA spetra arealulated in terms of the set of pairs ss0 dd0 g�1 �3�5. For details see text.

Fig. 2. The same as in Fig. 1 but for the T = 1 states of A = 22 nulei.
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Fig. 3. The same as in Fig. 1 but for the T = 2 states of A = 22 nulei.the SM and CPA spaes. As we see, in the ase T = 3 the CPA dimension-alities oinide in most of the ases with the SM ones. Therefore, the twoalulations give almost idential results and we do not present them. Theoverall agreement is reasonably good for all T values and partiularly goodfor T = 1. In this ase all the overlaps of the 18 states lying below 8 MeVexitation energy are larger than 0.95. One an observe a few inversions inthe order of the levels with respet to the SM spetrum. We stress, however,that the di�erene in energy is never larger than � 200 KeV. For T = 0 andT = 2, the quality of the overlaps remains basially the same while the dis-repany in the energies is a bit larger in the average, the maximum being,however, only � 250 KeV. As shown in Table II the CPA dimensionalitiesfor the T = 0�2 systems are onsiderably redued with respet to the SMones.These alulations on�rm that CPA an be onsidered as an e�etivetool for the study of the low-lying spetra of nulei with several nuleonsoutside losed shells and that a further extension of the CPA method tonulei with more than three olletive pairs is feasible. Adequate andidatesfor suh studies are the medium weight nulei with ative nuleons in the1p0f shell above the losed A = 40 ore as well as heavier nulei. Althoughfor these nulei the large-sale SM alulations are already feasible [14�15℄,it is undoubtedly not very useful to look at several hundred thousands ifnot several million expansion oe�ients of an eigenstate [16�17℄. Therefore



2036 E. Kwa±niewiz, F. Catara, M. Sambataro TABLE IIComparison between the shell model (SM) and olletive pair approximation (CPA)dimension for the T = 1�3 states of A = 22 nulei. In the olumns we report:the spin (J) of the state, the shell model dimension (SM) and the olletive pairapproximation dimensions (CPA) for the set of pairs ss0 dd0 g�1 �3�5.T = 0 T = 1 T = 2 T = 3J SM CPA SM CPA SM CPA SM CPA0 71 9 148 76 54 26 14 141 243 88 351 107 164 85 19 102 307 84 525 221 219 118 33 333 366 138 537 203 232 137 29 254 311 106 502 241 195 129 26 265 259 117 369 178 144 116 12 126 169 77 255 163 82 80 8 87 107 68 135 95 41 41 1 18 47 31 67 66 14 149 24 24 21 21 3 310 5 5 6 611 1 1for an instrutive understanding of the struture of the individual statesand the relation between them, irrespetive of whether the large-sale SMalulations are feasible or not, realisti trunations of the SM spae have tobe found. The alulations presented in this paper show that the CPA angive the answer to the question on how to trunate the huge SM spae toa manageable subspae without loosing the fundamental philosophy of theSM.Work on the extension of the CPA to nulei with a larger number ofolletive pairs is in progress.E.K. would like to thank the INFN and the Department of Physis ofthe University of Catania for their hospitality and �nanial support.REFERENCES[1℄ O. Haxel, J.H.D. Jensen, H.E. Suess, Phys. Rev. 75, 1766 (1949).[2℄ M. Goeppert-Mayer, Phys. Rev. 75, 1696 (1949).[3℄ K. Allart, E. Boeker, Nul. Phys. A168, 630 (1971); K. Allart, E. Boeker,Nul. Phys. A198, 33 (1972); K. Allaart, E. Boeker, G. Bonsignori,M. Savoia, Y.K. Gambhir, Phys. Rep. 169, 169 (1988).
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